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Bob Perelman
Professor, University of Pennsylvania

Virtual Reality, Roof Press.
Ten to One: Selected Poems, Wesleyan University Press.
Playing Bodies (collaboration with Francie Shaw), Granary Books.
IFLIFE, Roof Books.

Jennifer Scappettone
Associate Professor, University of Chicago.

Killing the Moonlight: Modernism in Venice
Locomotrix: Selected Poetry and Prose of Amelia Rosselli,
University of Chicago Press.
Ode oggettuale/Thing Ode, La Camera Verde.
Beauty (Is the New Absurdity), dusi/e kollectiv.

Valerie Mejer
Poet, essayist, translator

Rain of the Future (translated by C.D. Wright, Forrest Gander,
and Alexandra Zelman), Action Books.
de la ola, el atajo, Amargord Editions.
Cuaderno de Edimburgo, Amargord Editions.
Ante el Ojo del Ciclope, Amargord Editions.